Contract Review for Your Domestic Building
Project in VIC
In this article, we let you in on why Contract Review is the best thing you can do to make
your Melbourne domestic building project cost-effective and hassle-free.

Why Get Advice
Whether your Victorian domestic building contract is custom-made or standard form, it
would be best to take it to a specialist construction lawyer for a thorough review before you
sign.
Why?
Because:
1. Building your dream home may probably be your biggest investment and the best
gift you can give yourself and your family, therefore:
2. You want to avoid mistakes at the outset, because a mistake or change in the cost
of a building project could run up to several thousands. Plus, it’s a pain to deal with.
3. To make sure your home building or renovation project goes smoothly, your best bet
would be to engage the services of a specialist construction lawyer for a thorough
contract review. To make sure that you don’t run into snags later on.

What Happens During a Contract Review
A thorough contract review includes:
1. A quick consult, for us to be on the same page about your expectations and
preferences with regard to the contract and the build.
2. A thorough study by our specialist construction lawyers of the contract in its entirety,
highlighting important clauses and provisions.

3. Legal advice where we point out the important provisions you should look out for, so
that you can:
● administer your contract well
● prevent potential problems
● save yourself time and money
● ensure that the work is carried out in accordance with industry standards

How We Can Help
Contracts Specialist is a team of Sydney-based specialist construction lawyers with more
than 10 years experience in drafting, reviewing, and managing construction contracts. We
help prevent potential building disputes by making sure your contract is foolproof. Should
you need advice on a building contract, feel free to give us a call.

